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Abstract
In an iterative design process, we created Image Schema Instantiations, an inspirational tool,
to make image schema theory easily accessible for designers of data physicalisations, with the
aim to foster creativity and intuitive mappings of abstract data to physical properties. The
workshop provides Image Schema Instantiations as inspirational tool for a data physicalisation
design session. It enables participants to gather experience in designing data physicalisations
and to compare design sessions with and without Image Schema Instantiations. A structured
reflection and feedback session helps to evaluate the impact of the Image Schema
Instantiations. Aim of this workshop is to provide researchers the opportunity to utilize the
Image Schema Instantiations directly in the design process and reflect on the usefulness of the
tool.
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1. Background
Data physicalisations are physical objects which encode data by their geometry or material
properties [1]. They aim to enhance cognition, communication, learning, problem solving and decisionmaking by mapping abstract data to physical and spatial properties [1, 2]. Even if they provide the
opportunity to use different modalities, previous research found that they do not use their full potential
to facilitate the embodied understanding of complex data [3].
This could be enhanced by incorporating mental building blocks, so called image schemas, in the design
process of data physicalisations. Image schemas are abstract representations of recurring dynamic
patterns of bodily interactions [4]. They help us to structure and understand the world by addressing
mental models, like the image schemas UP-DOWN or CONTAINER, which we experience recurrently in
our everyday life. For example, a glass of water contains both image schemas: UP-DOWN because of the
rising and falling level of water when pouring water or drinking up, while the glass itself acts as
CONTAINER, separating an outside from an inside by a border of glass.
Previous research revealed image schemas to be useful to analyse and evaluate user interfaces, to
describe requirements and to support the user interface design process. Graphical and tangible user
interfaces which contain designed instantiations of image schemas showed that image schema theory
can work as design language and powerful tool offering insight and value [5-11]. Furthermore, image
schemas, when instantiated in user interfaces, enable more inclusive, intuitive and innovative
interaction [12]. These are also desirable properties for data physicalisations. As abstract
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representations of sensorimotor experiences [4] image schemas are multimodal and able to represent
visual, aural and tactile qualities as well as kinaesthetic experiences [13]. This enhances not only
inclusiveness but is also promising for multisensory data physicalisations. They could support designers
in finding appropriate mappings of abstract data to physical properties or address the weaknesses found
in actual data physicalisations, like addressing primary vision, being static and passive [3]. Furthermore,
image schemas’ abstractness leaves enough space for designers to decide how to instantiate them. This
enables more innovative design ideas [12].
An analysis of current data physicalisations, the authors made in an earlier phase of this project
[paper submitted], showed that a range of image schemas is already incorporated in data
physicalisations and there is potential to use more and different image schemas to make physicalisations
more expressive or more easy to understand. To make image schemas accessible for designers and easy
to incorporate in the design process of data physicalisations, we created physical instantiations of
selected image schemas. These are meant to be part of a toolkit which will be utilized in the design
process of data physicalisations, with the aim to foster the designer’s creativity and the user’s intuitive
understanding of the data physicalisation. In comparison to other data physicalisation workshops our
approach is not to provide tools which constrain the design space of data physicalisations [14], but to
enhance creativity and intuitive design.
In an iterative research oriented design process [15] including several feedback sessions with
different groups of participants (design experts, HCI experts and lay people) we went through the stages
of visual representations, physical representations, and interactive representations [16]. For each object
a final design solution for each stage was found, which then informed the following stage. For the final
set of Image Schema Instantiations (for some excerpts see Figure: 1) we choose either the final
interactive object or – when the interaction appeared to be hindering or confusing – the final physical
object.

Figure 1: Physical Image Schema Instantiations for the image schemas CENTER-PERIPHERY, SMOOTHROUGH, UP-DOWN, CONTAINER, STRONG-WEAK, HARD-SOFT.
In total the toolkit contains instantiations of 14 image schemas: OBJECT, PAINFUL, LINKAGE, UPDOWN, LEFT-RIGHT, SMOOTH-ROUGH, STRONG-WEAK, HEAVY-LIGHT, STRAIGHT-CROOKED, HARDSOFT, CENTER-PERIPHERY, NEAR-FAR, CONTENT-CONTAINER, and PART-WHOLE. The latest evaluation
showed that this number tends to overwhelm some designers, so we are going to provide only a subset
of 7 image schemas to each group.

The physical Image Schema Instantiations are promising for the design of data physicalisations
because they are already closer to the target medium, i.e., closer to the ideal form to be used in the
design process of data physicalisations. Further, they eliminate the need to cope with formal definitions
like those provided by the ISCAT database [17] and make image schemas more easily accessible. Also,
social engagement could be higher, because objects can be better explored and discussed in teams than
bare textual definitions. The physical instantiations make it easy to compare image schemas with each
other, to identify differences and to figure out which image schemas are the most appropriate for the
current purpose. They can be seen as inspiring design suggestions how image schemas can be
instantiated in one’s own data physicalisation project or can enhance creativity in a more abstract way,
also fostering the unconscious implementation of image schemas. Furthermore, they are promising to
enhance the (physical) engagement and to consider the effects of instantiating the image schema in a
data physicalisation.
The format of a full-day workshop offers participants to gather experience in designing data
physicalisations and to engage in depth with the Image Schema Instantiations. They experience the
design process of data physicalisations with and without the Image Schema Instantiations and get the
opportunity to compare both and reflect on the impact of the tool.
The first part of the workshop offers a brief introduction to the field of data physicalisation. This
opens the workshop to everyone, regardless of prior knowledge or background. A hands-on experience,
including brainstorming, conceptualizing, and building a data physicalisation in small teams offers
active engagement with the topic and afterwards the opportunity to reflect on the own design action and
the design outcome.
In the second part image schema theory and the Image Schema Instantiations are introduced. Now
participants can explore the Image Schema Instantiations on their own and utilize them in the design
process of data physicalisations in a second design session. Afterwards there is time to reflect on both
design sessions, the differences as well as the impact of the Image Schema Instantiations.
During the design process of the Image Schema Instantiations, we already collected first insights
about their usage in group settings. This workshop provides the opportunity to apply them in the design
process of data physicalisations. Our aim is to gather feedback about the impact of the Image Schema
Instantiations on the design process and to evaluate their usefulness. Further we want to create together
with the workshop participants data physicalisations designed with and without Image Schema
Instantiations, in order to analyse and compare them.

2. Organizers
2.1. Cordula Baur
is currently working toward the Ph.D. degree with the Chair of Psychological Ergonomics,
University of Wuerzburg, Wuerzburg, Germany. Initially coming from a design background, she
engaged in her master’s thesis with the topic of perception and the fields of sensory design as well as
research through design. In her PhD she deals with the fields of data physicalisation and image schemas.
For this aim she did an analysis of data physicalisations regarding image schemas and their potential
[paper submitted] and created in an iterative design process the Image Schema Instantiations [16].
Further she also offers lectures to this topic. Her research interests include tangible interaction, data
physicalisation, image schemas, sensory design, and design research. She is the contact person for this
workshop.

2.2.

Carolin Wienrich

is currently a Professor for Psychology of Intelligent Interactive Systems with the University of
Wuerzburg, Wuerzburg, Germany, and a Co-Leader of the XR HUB Wuerzburg. Her research interests

focus on interaction paradigms between humans and digital entities as well as change experiences
during and after digital interventions.

2.3.

Jörn Hurtienne

is currently a Full Professor and Chair Holder in Psychological Ergonomics with the University of
Wuerzburg, Wuerzburg, Germany. He is interested in data physicalisation, tangible interaction, design
for intuitive use, image schema theory and user experience.

3. Workshop Structure
Table 1
Workshop Structure
Time
00
9 am to 915 am

Activity
welcome &
introduction
of the
participants

Description
participants introduce themselves
with a physical object
> mail in advance: to inform
participants to bring an object
brief introduction to the field of
data physicalisation

Resources

915 am to 945 am

input session
data
physicalisation

945 am to 1000 am

coffee break

1000 am to 1200 pm

design session
1

participants team up in groups of
two to four people. Each group
gets a dataset and the design task:
1) generate different ideas to
physicalize the dataset
2) choose one idea
3) build a data physicalisation

1200 pm to 1230 pm

presentation

each group presents their final
physicalisation

1230 pm to 1300 pm

reflection

reflection on the design process
(difficulties, methods, strategies)
and the outcome (strengths and
weaknesses)

reflection cards

1300 pm to 1400 pm

lunch break

1400 pm to 1430 pm

input session
image
schemas

brief introduction to the field of
image schemas & presentation of
the Image Schema Instantiations

1430 pm to 1645 pm

design session
2

participants come back to their
group, get a different dataset and
another design task:

laptop
projector
wire
presentation
Image Schema
Instantiations (4x)
datasets
task sheets

laptop
projector
wire
presentation

datasets
task sheets
sketching- and
crafting-material

including
individual
coffee break

1) generate different ideas to
physicalize the dataset
use the Image Schema
Instantiations for inspiration
2) choose one idea
3) build a data physicalisation

sketching- and
crafting-material

1645 pm to 1715 pm

presentation

each group presents their final
physicalisation

1715 pm to 1745 pm

reflection

reflection on the design process
(differences, impact of the Image
Schema Instantiations) and
outcome (differences, incorporated
image schemas)

reflection cards

1745 pm to 1800 pm

sum up and
closing

Reflection on the Image Schema
Instantiations (usefulness,
improvement, and further
development)

Reflection cards
paper
flipchart or pin
board

4. Post-Workshop-Plans
We plan to analyse the participants reflections, how they perceived the design process, regarding
flow and task load, physical and social engagement, and their reflections regarding the created
physicalisations. Further, we analyse and compare the data physicalisations created by the workshop
participants with and without the Image Schema Instantiations, regarding creativity, intuitive use,
graspability, interactivity and the sensory modalities they address. We also evaluate the collected
reflections and suggestions to develop the Image Schema Instantiations further and write a workshop
report.

5. Material
Table 2
Material
to be provided
room
five tables
chairs (of number of participants & organizers)
projector

we bring with us
laptop with presentation
1-4 sets of Image Schema Instantiations
Instructions, datasets, reflection, cards, …
sketching- and crafting-material (paper, glue,
scissors, tape, …)

wire
flip chart or pin board

6. Number of Participants
To enable group building and provide exchange between the groups a minimum number of four
participants is required. In order to ensure each group can be supervised and everyone stays involved

in the design process we suggest a maximum number of four groups with four participants per group.
So, a maximum of 16 participants is suggested.
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